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ABSTRACT Considering the advancements of the internet of things (IoT) in 6G and beyond com-
munications, data transmission security in IoT devices has received extensive interest because of their
significant features, such as low computational complexity, led by low power requirements. In such
devices, the conventional cryptographic techniques may fail to provide secure communication. To fight
this drawback, physical layer security (PLS) has remarkable potential to provide security solutions suitable
for such applications. In this work, a highly effective PLS technique is proposed for providing secure
communication against external and internal eavesdroppers in a downlink multi-cell, multi-user, and multi-
carrier IoT communication system. In our proposed system, we considered two base stations, where each
base station uses a single radio frequency (RF) chain to link two antennas that are used for the transmission
of data. Further, we transmit the data in two rounds, and each round of transmission occurs through a
single active antenna of each base station. A different antenna is used for each round of transmission
to communicate with two single antenna IoT devices/users in the presence of a passive eavesdropper. In
the proposed algorithm, frequency selective channel-based pre-coder matrices and the dual transmission
approach are jointly employed. The dual-transmission is performed simultaneously from two base stations to
provide security against internal and external eavesdroppers. The proposed system is suitable for IoT-based
applications. Also, the potential capabilities of our proposed algorithm are proved by extensive mathematical
and simulation analysis.

INDEX TERMS 6G, IoT, PLS, NOMA, Wireless Communication, Dual Transmission, Simultaneous
Transmission, Pre-coder, Reliability, Security, PLS

I. INTRODUCTION

T
HE internet of things (IoT) in 6G is expected to support
higher performance metrics than 5G along with the

ever-changing service requirements. It is expected that 6G
networks will support the requisite IoT applications by lever-
aging its networking, computing, and processing capabilities
[1]. The main features of 6G would include, but not limited

to network densification, high throughput, high efficiency,
low energy consumption, and huge networking [2]. As a
result of its widespread effects, 6G will have a wide range of
applications, including autonomous vehicles, virtual reality,
smart city, smart energy networks, remote surgery, drone
delivery, computing reality devices, and sensing [3] [4].

The key technologies in 6G include artificial intelli-
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gence AI-based software, molecular communication, quan-
tum communication, blockchain, the TeraHertz (THz) tech-
nology, and visible light communication (VLC) technology
[5]. These emerging technologies will play a key role in
advancing 6G networks, but they are also prone to several
security and privacy issues for example AI is threatened to
access control [6], malicious behavior [7], authentication [8]
and communication [9]. Molecular communication suffers
from the risks of malicious behavior [10], encryption [11],
and authentication [12]. The quantum communication also
suffers from privacy issues such as encryption [13] and
communication [14]. The current emerging technology of
blockchain is prone to authentication [15], access control
[16], and communication issues [17]. THz technology has the
problem of authentication [18] and malicious behavior [19],
and finally VLC is again prone to communication [20] and
malicious behavior problem [21]. Yet wireless communica-
tion has a broadcast nature, so the data protection will still
be a question mark due to the possibility of eavesdropping,
which could breach the wireless contact’s confidentiality [22]
[23].

A. WIRELESS SECURITY TECHNIQUES

In the past orthogonal multiple access (OMA) techniques
have been used in wireless communication systems [24].
Though orthogonal multiple access techniques provide ex-
cellent signal-to-noise ratio performance with complete ro-
bustness to interference due to the orthogonality between
consumer subcarriers, they have still been proven unable to
meet potential 5G plus requirements [25].

As a potential replacement to OMA, several studies have
focused on enhancing physical layer security (PLS) for non-
orthogonal multiple access NOMA-based communication
systems to improve their confidentiality against eavesdrop-
ping or illegitimate access by unintended devices, [26] [27]
[28], including power-domain NOMA (PD-NOMA) [29],
sparse code multiple access (SCMA) [30], pattern division
multiple access (PDMA) [31], resource spread multiple ac-
cess (RSMA) [32], multi-user shared access (MUSA) [33],
interleave-grid multiple access (IGMA) [34], welch-bound
equality spread multiple access (WSMA) [35], and interleave
division multiple access (IDMA) [36].

The non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) scheme is
considered one of the most important enabling technologies
for 6G and beyond, due to its ability to achieve high spec-
tral performance, low latency, increased coverage, massive
convergence, and fairness [37] [38]. These effective services
of NOMA scheme can revolutionize the performance of
wireless communication networks in the future. However,
the conventional power-domain PD-NOMA has already been
implemented under the title of multi-user superposition trans-
mission (MUST) in 3GPP release 13, but later omitted from
3GPP release 17, due to efficiency degradation of the wire-
less signal arising from channel estimation errors because it
was using successive interference cancellation (SIC) at the
receiver [39]. Also, the conventional NOMA scheme requires

power-sharing among multiple NOMA users, which causes
latency and degradation of signal-to-interference-plus-noise
ratio (SINR) for each user [39] [40] [41].

However, current industry-wide approaches for imple-
menting safe communication in NOMA and other such wire-
less technologies are based on cryptography, and PLS [42].
Cryptography-based solutions can be decrypted by a spy who
wants to hear the private information no matter how long or
difficult the secret keys are generated. This also adds on an
extra disadvantage of large processing at the receiver. Con-
sidering this drawback cryptography-based approaches are
not suitable for future IoT-based applications because the key
sharing and management is very challenging and increases
complexity, requiring high computational power to operate.
While on the other hand, the IoT-based applications that
operate with low power will not handle much complexity,
making cryptography-based approaches unsuitable [43].

Moreover, the conventional NOMA schemes suffers from
two major drawbacks, i.e., it is prone to external and internal
eavesdropping [44]. This means that the transmitted signal
is at risk of eavesdropping both by an external eavesdropper
and un-trusted user present during the communication who
is internally trying to eavesdrop the information [45]. This
problem is quite alarming for the society, including multiple
sectors such as transportation, power distribution networks,
banking, financial services, mobile tele-medicine, tele-work
applications, industrial control and monitoring systems.

PLS techniques have emerged as an important alternative
to conventional cryptography-based approaches to resolve
potential communication system problems [43]. PLS ensure
reliable data transmission between intended network nodes,
while malicious nodes that try to eavesdrop the communica-
tion will obtain extremely degraded signal. This is because
it can use wireless channel properties such as randomness,
fading, noise, and interference. PLS strategies can also ex-
ploit the channel statistics between authorized transmitter
and eavesdropper, eliminating the need for key sharing. Also,
only simple signal processing can be used to implement PLS
techniques in IoT devices [23].

One of the top research areas in PLS is methods to pro-
tect the orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)
waveform. The topic is important because OFDM is one of
the most prominent and widely employed waveforms in the
modern wireless communication system. It is also planned to
be used in advanced communication systems with various en-
hanced specifications [23]. There are several PLS techniques
proposed for OFDM, but many of them do not comply with
future low complexity communication systems’ requirements
[46].

Some of the existing security mechanisms are success-
ful approaches, but they will not fulfill the 6G networks’
demands. Nevertheless, the lack of security and reliability
have contradictory consequences [47]. When the wireless
transmission quality is made reliable, security tends to be
decreased since reliability encompasses a wide range of re-
dundancy, making communication signals more vulnerable to
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FIGURE 1. A simplified block diagram of the proposed system employing dual-transmission in a multi-cell, multi-user and multi-carrier IoT communication system.

eavesdropping [48] [49]. For instance, space-time codes [50],
may improve the transmission system’s reliability, but the
system is more prone to possible security threats. Moreover,
most of the existing security algorithms require complex
processing at both transmitter and receiver, making them
infeasible for applications with a simple low-power receiver.

Based on the above discussion regarding communication
security, in this work, we propose a new kind of non-
orthogonal transmission in an OFDM system with two base-
stations that utilize small-scale fading. In our proposed tech-
nique, the data from both base-stations is simultaneously
transmitted to the two authorized users at the receiver in the
presence of a passive eavesdropper. Each authorize user con-
sists of one antenna at the receiver. The data from each base
station is transmitted following a simple dual-transmission
technique using a single active antenna transmitter from each
base station for each round of transmission. The data received
at both the authorized users from the two base-stations are
then added and demodulated at the receiver to provide secure
and reliable communication in low-complexity communica-
tion systems that require limited processing at the receiver
(IoT-based applications). More specifically, IoT devices’ data
are superimposed using channel-based pre-coder matrices
and sent in two transmissions from two base stations si-
multaneously to achieve reliable and secure communication

against internal and external eavesdroppers.
The remainder of the manuscript is organized as follows:

In section II, the proposed system model is explained. The
proposed algorithm and respective details are presented in
section III. The performance analysis of the proposed al-
gorithm is provided with proven mathematical expressions
in section IV. The computer simulations and discussion are
presented in Section V. Finally, Section VI presents the
conclusion of the work.

Notation: Bold, lowercase letters are used for column
vectors while capital letters are used for matrices.

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

A communication strategy is designed to support multiple
users in a downlink scenario. To provide a simple explanation
of our proposed scheme, we consider only two users. The
proposed system is constituted of two base stations1, and
each base station consists of two-transmit antennas and two
single-antenna IoT devices/users.

The two base-stations are labeled as base-station-1 (BS-1)
and base-station-2 (BS-2), each with a multi-carrier downlink
transmitter and a single active antenna attempting to commu-
nicate with two single-antenna IoT devices (receivers), but

1The proposed multi-cell communication system resembles the CoMP
concept that exist in the literature.
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in the presence of a passive external eavesdropper (Eve) as
shown in Fig. 1.

More precisely, the transmitter on each base-station has
two antennas, and one single radio-frequency (RF) chain
links them together. On each base station, one of the antennas
(antenna 1 or antenna 2) at BS-1 and (antenna 3 or antenna
4) at BS-2 is made active for the transmission with the
help of switch to artificially increase the randomness of
the wireless channel for security enhancement. Additionally,
it is presumed that users are untrustworthy, which implies
the fact that even the individual user information is not
protected from one another. The transmitter is believed to
have no information about the channel of Eve. The channel
connecting transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx) is supposedly
rayleigh fading with exponentially decaying power delay
profile and known by the transmitter before transmission.
Channel reciprocity properties are used, where the transmit-
ter and receiver’s communication channel is calculated using
channel sounding methods in time division duplexing (TDD)
wireless systems [51]. The authorized transmitter needs to
communicate with the users so that neither eavesdroppers nor
the users listen to each others’ information.

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHMS

This work’s fundamental objective is to satisfy the expected
IoT application requirements in 6G and beyond communica-
tion networks that would need efficient and robust communi-
cation and have minimal processing capability at the receiver
[48]. In this study, the signals of user 1 data (x1) and user
2 data (x2) are superimposed or mathematically multiplied
with the pre-coder matrices. Afterwards, this superimposed
data is transmitted to the receiver in two rounds. Each round
of transmission occurs from a different active antenna so
that different channels are used in each transmission. The
dual- transmission simultaneously occurs from both the base
stations, i.e. BS-1 and BS-2. To make it possible, we ought
to devise and develop specific kinds of pre-coders that could
concurrently provide protection against internal and external
snoopers.

Adding on to it, two users with dual transmission from
each base station add greater complexities to an eavesdropper
than the single-user channel-based protection algorithm. In
every transmission round of the proposed algorithm, the
superimposed intelligently devised pre-coder matrix will be
decrypted only at the authorized receiver.

A simplified architecture of the proposed system is pre-
sented in Fig. 1. The specifications of the proposed algorithm
are provided as follows:

At the transmitter (Tx), the total number of modulated
symbols in one OFDM block for each user is Nf . Thus,
the frequency response of each OFDM symbol for user-1
and user-2 can be represented as x1 = [x0x1.....xNf−1]
∈ C

[Nf×1] and x2 = [x0x1.....xNf−1] ∈ C
[Nf×1], respec-

tively. It is important to note that we consider the frequency
response of both user 1 and user 2 data streams, i.e. x1 and x2

same at both base stations. But the superimposed precoders

are different for each round of the transmission at both base
stations. Note that ykm ∈ C

[Nf×1], Hkm ∈ C
[Nf×Nf ] and

zkm ∈ C
[Nf×1], respectively, represent the received signal,

the diagonal matrix for frequency response of the channel,
and additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) between kth user
and mth active antenna of the transmitter.

The important contribution here is in the devising of
channel-dependent pre-coder matrices that will ensure zero
interference between the users. The proposed algorithm
doesn’t require successive interference cancellation (SIC)
and instead shifts all the complexity to the base station. To
achieve these goals, we multiply the pre-coder matrix with
the user’s data streams x1 and x2, so it is superimposed
with the data stream. This superimposed signal is transmitted
to the receiver in two rounds simultaneously from BS-1
and BS-2. Finally, when the signal from each transmission
is combined at the authorized receiver, the user will auto-
matically get a secure signal by simply demodulating the
combined signal without any complex processing. The dual-
transmission occurs from two base stations simultaneously
with four total antennas at the transmitter and one single
antenna at each users’ receiver. On the other hand, it will be
tough for eavesdroppers to detect the information intended
for user-1 and user-2.

The basic steps for the design of pre-coder matrices for
the proposed algorithm are presented in the corresponding
discussion. On the basis of the proposed algorithm, the
superimposed pre-coded transmitted signal during first round
from active antenna-1 of BS-1 is given as:

u1 = M1ax1 +M2ax2, (1)

Similarly, the transmitted signal during the second round
that is transmitted from active antenna-2 of BS-1 can be given
as:

u2 = M1bx1 +M2bx2. (2)

Now, following the same above principle the transmitted
signal during first round from active antenna-3 of BS-2 is
given as:

u′

1 = M3ax1 +M4ax2, (3)

Similarly, the transmitted signal during second round that
is transmitted from active antenna-4 of BS-2 can be given as:

u′

2 = M3bx1 +M4bx2. (4)

where x1 and x2 are data vectors in frequency domain
intended for user-1 and user-2, respectively, with equal power
allocated to them, while M1a, M2a, M1b and M2b at BS-1
and M3a, M4a, M3b and M4b at BS-2 are specially de-
signed pre-coder matrices based on the channel of authorized
user nodes. These pre-coders will make sure that the user-1
and user-2 will get reliable signals which are also secure from
internal and external eavesdropping. We will first explain
the details about the received signal at user-1, user-2, and
eavesdropper in the following two subsections. Afterward,
the details of devising intelligent pre-coders are explained.
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A. RECEIVED SIGNAL AT USER-1

The total combined received signal at user-1 is the combina-
tion of signals from BS-1 and BS-2.

1) Received Signal at User-1 from BS-1

The received signal in the frequency domain at user-1 during
round-1 from transmission through active antenna-1 at the
transmitter can be given as:

y11 = H11u1 + z11, (5)

where H11 and z11 are the frequency response of the channel
and AWGN noise between user-1 and active antenna-1 of the
Tx during round-1.

Similarly, the received signal at user-1 during round-2 of
transmission using active antenna-2 of Tx is given as:

y12 = H12u2 + z12, (6)

where H12 and z12 are the frequency response of the channel
and AWGN between user-1 and active antenna-2 of the Tx
during round-2.

2) Received Signal at User-1 from BS-2

The received signal in the frequency domain at user-1 during
round-1 from transmission through active antenna-3 at the
transmitter can be given as:

y13 = H13u
′

1 + z13, (7)

where H13 and z13 are the frequency response of the channel
and AWGN noise between user-1 and active antenna-3 of the
Tx during round-1.

Similarly, the received signal at user-1 during round-2 of
transmission using active antenna-4 of Tx is given as:

y14 = H14u
′

2 + z14, (8)

where H14 and z14 are the frequency response of the channel
and AWGN between user-1 and active antenna-4 of the Tx
during round-2.

3) Combined received signal at User-1 from BS-1 and BS-2

The combined received signal from round-1 and round-2
transmission of BS-1 and BS-2 at user-1 can be written as:

ŷ1 = y11 + y12 + y13 + y14. (9)

where y11 and y12 are the received signals at user-1 during
round-1 and round-2 through antenna-1 and antenna-2 of BS-
1. Similarly, y13 and y14 are the received signals at user-1
during round-1 and round-2 through antenna-3 and antenna-
4 of BS-2. After putting the values of y11, y12, y13 and y14

the combined signal can be given as follows:

ŷ1 = (H11u1 + z11) + (H12u2 + z12)+

(H13u
′

1 + z13) + (H14u
′

2 + z14), (10)

Substituting the values of u1, u2, u′

1 and u′

2 from (1), (2),
(3) and (4) and simplifying, we get:

ŷ1 = H11(M1ax1 +M2ax2) + z11

+H12(M1bx1 +M2bx2) + z12

+H13(M3ax1 +M4ax2) + z13

+H14(M3bx1 +M4bx2) + z14, (11)

ŷ1 = (H11M1a +H12M1b +H13M3a +H14M3b)x1

+ (H11M2a +H12M2b +H13M4a+

H14M4b)x2. (12)

Note that the noise term is present in the combined signal
but for simplicity and to better explain our pre-coder design
we didn’t write it in equation (12).

At the receiver of user 1, the first term in (12) is the desired
term, while the second term is undesired term for it. The pre-
coder matrices will make sure that the undesired term as well
as the channel effects are removed and canceled at user-1.

B. RECEIVED SIGNAL AT USER-2

The total combined received signal at user-2 is the combina-
tion of signals from BS-1 and BS-2.

1) Received Signal at User-2 from BS-1

Similar to user-1, the received signal from round-1 and round
2 transmitted through antenna-1 and antenna-2 at user-2 are
provided in equations (13) and (14), respectively:

y21 = H21u1 + z21, (13)

y22 = H22u1 + z22, (14)

where H21 and z21 are the frequency response of the channel
and AWGN between user-2 and active antenna-1 of the Tx
during round-1. Similarly, H22 and z22 are the frequency
response of the channel and AWGN between user-2 and
active antenna-2 of the Tx during round-2.

2) Received Signal at User-2 from BS-2

The received signal from round-1 and round-2 transmitted
through active antenna-3 and antenna-4 of BS-2 at user-2 can
be written as:

y23 = H23u
′

1 + z23, (15)

y24 = H24u
′

2 + z24, (16)

where H23 and z23 are the frequency response of the channel
and AWGN between user-2 and active antenna-3 of the Tx
during round-1. Similarly, H24 and z24 are the frequency
response of the channel and AWGN between user-2 and
active antenna-4 of the Tx during round-2.
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3) Combined received signal at User-2 from BS-1 and BS-2

Now, the combined received signal at user-2 from BS-1 and
BS-2 can be written as:

ŷ2 = y21 + y22 + y23 + y24. (17)

After putting the values of y21, y22, y23 and y24 the
combined signal can be presented as:

ŷ2 = H21u1 + z21 +H22u2 + z22+

H23u
′

1 + z23 +H24u
′

2 + z24, (18)

Substituting the values of u1, u2, u′

1 and u′

2 from (1), (2),
(3) and (4) and simplifying, we get:

ŷ2 = H21(M1ax1 +M2ax2) + z21

+H22(M1bx1 +M2bx2) + z22

+H23(M3ax1 +M4ax2) + z23

+H24(M3bx1 +M4bx2) + z24, (19)

ŷ2 = (H21M1a +H22M1b +H23M3a +H24M3b)x1

+ (H21M2a +H22M2b +H23M4a+

H24M4b)x2. (20)

It is important to note that we are not considering the noise
terms during mathematical calculations for simplicity pur-
poses as it does not affect the results.

The first term in equation (20) is the undesired term for
user-2 while the second term is desired term for it.

C. RECEIVED SIGNAL AT EAVESDROPPER

The total combined received signal at Eve is the combination
of signals received from BS-1 and BS-2.

1) Received Signal at Eve from BS-1

The received signal from round-1 and round-2 through active
antenna-1 and antenna-2 of BS-1 is provided in equations
(21) and (22), respectively.

y31 = H31u1 + z31, (21)

y32 = H32u2 + z32, (22)

where H31 and z31 are the frequency response of the channel
and AWGN between the eavesdropper and active antenna-1
of the Tx during round-1. Similarly, H32 and z32 are the
frequency response of the channel and AWGN between the
eavesdropper and active antenna-2 of the Tx during round-2.

2) Received Signal at Eve from BS-2

Now, following the same steps as mentioned above, the
received signal at the eavesdropper (Eve) is calculated, the re-
ceived signal from round-1 and round-2 transmitted through
BS-2 is provided in equations (23) and (24), respectively:

y33 = H33u
′

1 + z33, (23)

y34 = H34u
′

2 + z34, (24)

where H33 and z33 are the frequency response of the channel
and AWGN between the eavesdropper and active antenna-3
of the Tx during round-1. Similarly, H34 and z34 are the
frequency response of the channel and AWGN between the
eavesdropper and active antenna-4 of the Tx during round-2.

3) Combined received signal at Eve from BS-1 and BS-2

For the case of eavesdropper, the combined received signal
from BS-1 and BS-2 can be written as:

ŷ3 = y31 + y32 + y33 + y34. (25)

After putting the value of y31, y32, y33 and y34 the
combined signal can be presented as:

ŷ3 = H31u1 + z31 +H32u2 + z32

+H33u
′

1 + z33 +H34u
′

2 + z34, (26)

Substituting the values of u1, u2, u′

1 and u′

2 from (1), (2),
(3) and (4) and simplifying, we get:

ŷ3 = H31(M1ax1 +M2ax2) + z31

+H32(M1bx1 +M2bx2) + z32

+H33(M3ax1 +M4ax2) + z33

+H34(M3bx1 +M4bx2) + z34, (27)

ŷ3 = (H31M1a +H32M1b ++H33M3a +H34M3b)x1

+ (H31M2a +H32M2b +H33M4a+

H34M4b)x2. (28)

The eavesdropper wants to hear both user-1 and user-2
information. Hence, both the first and second terms of (28)
are desired terms for it.

D. PRE-CODER DESIGN FOR THE PROPOSED

ALGORITHM

We need to design the pre-coder matrices M1a, M2a, M1b,
M2b for BS-1 and M3a, M4a, M3b, M4b for BS-2 in such
a way that the combined signal during round-1 and round-2
at the legitimate users will provide reliable data intended for
them, while keeping the communication secure from internal
and external eavesdropping.

The design procedure of M1a, M1b and M3a , M3b is
as follows: Firstly, in order to remove the effect of channel at
user-1, the first term in the equation (12) should be equal to
identity matrix and can be given as:

(H11M1a +H12M1b +H13M3a +H14M3b) = I. (29)

Also, to cancel the interference caused by user-1 on user-2,
the first term in equation (20) should be equal to zero, and it
is given as:

(H21M1a +H22M1b +H23M3a +H24M3b) = 0. (30)

Equations (29) and (30) can be jointly solved by supposing
the values of precoders M3a and M3b as matrices ’X’ and
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’Y’, respectively, so that we can calculate the values of pre-
coder matrices M1a and M1b as follows:

M1a = −(H22 +H12H23X−H13H22X+H12H24Y

−H14H22Y)× (H12H21 −H11H22)
−1. (31)

M1b = (H21 +H11H23X−H13H21X+H11H24Y

−H14H21Y)× (H12H21 −H11H22)
−1

. (32)

It is indicated from the above-designed precoders that it
has infinitely many solutions and provide us with the freedom
to choose any matrix from the infinite number of matrix
values for both ’X’ and ’Y’. These intelligent precoders can
provide highly secure and reliable communication.

Similarly, in order to design M2a, M2b, M4a and M4b

we will follow similar steps as explained in the above dis-
cussion. So, in order to remove the effect of the channel at
user-2, the second term in equation (20) should be equal to
identity matrix and can be given as:

(H21M2a +H22M2b +H23M4a +H24M4b) = I. (33)

Also, in order to cancel the interference caused by user-2
on user-1, the second term in equation (12) should be equal
to zero , which can be given as:

(H11M2a +H12M2b +H13M4a +H14M4b) = 0. (34)

Equations (33) and (34) can be jointly solved to get the val-
ues of pre-coder matrices. To solve these both equations we
suppose the values of precoders M4a and M4b as matrices
’A’ and ’B’, respectively, so that we can calculate the values
of pre-coder matrices M2a and M2b as follows:

M2a = −(H12 −H12H23A+H13H22A−H12H24B

+H14H22B)× (H11H22 −H12H21)
−1. (35)

M2b = (H11 −H11H23A+H13H21A−H11H24B

+H14H21B)× (H11H22 −H12H21)
−1

. (36)

Again, it is indicated from the above-designed precoders that
they have infinitely many solutions and provides with the
freedom to choose any matrix value from 0 to infinity for
both ’A’ and ’B’. These calculated equations of precoder
matrices will be used in round-1 and round-2 at BS-1 and
BS-2 to ensure that user-1 and user-2 will get reliable signals
that are secure from internal and external eavesdroppers.

Note that, in this proposed method, we do not need any
complex processing at the receiver of user-1 and user-2 and
they just simply need to add the signals from round-1 and
round-2 of BS-1 and BS-2. Hence, it can support applications
with processing limited receiver (IoT-based applications).

E. ADVANTAGES OF THE PROPOSED NOVEL

SECURITY SCHEME

There are multiple advantages of the proposed novel security
technique that can be summarized as follows:

• No need for successive interference cancellation (SIC).
• Provides security against both internal and external

eavesdropping with no leakage of information.
• Does not require having large scale channel gain differ-

ence between multiplexed users to make it work (unlike
PD-NOMA).

• Offers full data rate for each user with no BER degrada-
tion.

• There is no need for interference cancellation because
we transmit the signal in multiple transmissions and
there is an automatic interference cancellation due to the
specially designed pre-coding matrices. Hence, it can
support applications with processing limited receiver
(IoT-based application).

• Mixture of channel-based pre-coded signals that un-
dergoes dual transmission simultaneously at two base
stations is more challenging to eavesdrop compared to
channel adaptive secure transmission.

IV. MATHEMATICAL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF THE

PROPOSED ALGORITHM

In this part, we first present the performance evaluation for
the theoretical bit error rate (BER) of the authorized node
employing the proposed algorithm. Then we mathematically
compare the SNR performance of OMA and conventional
PD-NOMA. And then prove the effectiveness of the proposed
algorithm, which is comparable to OMA and better than PD-
NOMA.

A. BIT ERROR RATE ANALYSIS

Bit error rate (BER) is a significant indication of communi-
cation systems efficiency. It evaluates the certainty that a bit
sent from a transmitter is received without any changes at
the receiver. To calculate the analytical results related to the
BER performance of the authorized user, we use numerical
data fitting methods, similar to the work presented in [52]. To
calculate BER, we need to find the statistics of the effective
instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), γb, at the autho-
rized node. The values of pre-coder matrices M1a, M1b,
M2a and M2b at BS-1, while M3a, M3b, M4a and M4b

superimposed with data transmitted from BS-2 are provided
in section III.

In the first step, we use the numerical data fitting method
for finding the statistics of γb at any user to obtain the
distribution of power of sub-channels corresponding to the
received signal [52]. In addition, the proposed scheme is
applied, followed by the use of curve fitting tools to obtain the
best matching distribution for the power of the sub-channels
corresponding to the received signal.

The probability density function (PDF) for the effective
instantaneous SNR, γb , at the authorized node, with Gamma
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distributed, [53], sub-channels’ power can be given in sim-
plified form similar to the work presented in, [52], with some
modifications and approximation as follows:

Pγb
(γb) ≈

(

1

w

)u
1

Γ(u)

Ω
3

2

√
γb

γ̄b
3

2

exp

(

−
1

w

Ωγb

γ̄b

)

, (37)

where w and u are the scale and shape parameters, Ω is the
mean square of sub-channels, γ̄b is average SNR and Γ(u)
is the gamma function.

The BER can be evaluated analytically by using PDF of
instantaneous SNR, γb , [54] as follows:

BERb =
1

2

∫

∞

0

erfc(
√
γb)Pγb

(γb)dγb. (38)

By substituting the value of PDF of SNR, γb, the resultant
equation can be given as:

BERb =
1

2

∫

∞

0

erfc(
√
γb)

(

1

w

)u
1

Γ(u)

Ω
3

2

√
γb

γ̄b
3

2

×

exp

(

−
1

w

Ωγb

γ̄b

)

dγb. (39)

By simplifying the above equation based on [52], the BER
formula can be given as:

BERb ≈
G

2
√
π

(

arctan (
√
ρ)

2ρ3/2
−

1

2ρ (1+ ρ)

)

, (40)

where G =
(

1

w

)u 1

Γ(u)
Ω

3

2

γ̄b

3

2

, ρ = 1

w

Ω
γ̄b

and arctan (·) is the

tangent inverse.

B. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF CONVENTIONAL

OMA AND PD-NOMA WITH PROPOSED NEW NOMA

To understand the difference between conventional OMA
and PD-NOMA and compare their performance with the
proposed new NOMA, we consider SNR as a performance
comparison metric.

Let us consider a multi-user (two-user) conventional
downlink PD-NOMA model. In this model, we assign differ-
ent powers to each user. The power is assigned based on the
channel properties, and afterward, the signal is transmitted
[55]. In contrast, the proposed design uses antenna diversity
and transmits signals in rounds simultaneously from two base
stations using four total antennas in the system (as already
explained in section III). The enhanced antenna diversity
in the proposed new NOMA results in overall efficiency
improvements compared to conventional PD-NOMA trans-
mission. Also, the received signal efficiency at user-1 and
user-2 is largely dependent on the signal to noise ratio (SNR).
The stronger the SNR rating, the greater the reliability. For
reference, the SNR of OMA for near user (i.e, user1) and far
user (i.e, user2) is given as:

SNR
near

=
p

near

no
, SNR

far
=

p
far

no
. (41)

where p
near

and p
far

represents the assigned power to near
and far users respectively, while the channel noise is denoted
by no. In comparison, the SNR of conventional PD-NOMA
for both near user and far user can be presented as:

SNR
near

=
p

near

no
, SNR

far
=

p
far

p
near

+ no
. (42)

The signal decrypted by the near user includes the channel
noise, while that decrypted by the far user has both the
channel noise as well as the near user signal (i.e., in PD-
NOMA, the far user considers the near user’s signal as a
noise). We can conclude from equation (42) that the SNR
of individual users in PD-NOMA network is more degraded
than OMA incase when users are far from the base station.
Therefore OMA is more efficient than PD-NOMA in such
cases.

In contrast to conventional PD-NOMA, where a combi-
nation of signals from far and near consumers is needed, the
proposed new NOMA, explained in section III, will also work
in power-balanced cases and eventually provide enhanced
reliable and secure output signal like OMA system. However,
the proposed technique is less complex due to automatic
interference cancellation. It eliminates the need for using the
successive interference cancellation (SIC) method and makes
the data transmission more reliable.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, simulation results for the proposed algorithm
are presented in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the
proposed technique by using bit error rate (BER), throughput,
and peak to average power ratio (PAPR) as performance
metrics.

We consider that the Tx is employing OFDM with N f =
64 sub-carriers with BPSK modulation for each user and
a cyclic prefix (CP) of size L is added in order to avoid
inter-symbol interference (ISI). The channel is assumed to be
multi-path Rayleigh fading channel between the transmitter
and receiving nodes (such as users and eavesdropper) with an
equal number of taps (L = 9) as shown in Table-1.

TABLE 1. System parameters.

Channel Multi-path Rayleigh fading channel
Channel length 9

Cyclic prefix (CP) 9
FFT size 64

Modulation type BPSK

Figure 2 presents the BER versus signal to noise ratio
(SNR) plots for the proposed algorithm. We transmit the
signals in two rounds simultaneously from two base stations
in the proposed communication system. It can be observed
from Fig. 2 that the BER outputs of user-1 and user-2
employing the proposed algorithm are identical to each other.
However, there is a substantial difference between the legiti-
mate users’ BER performances and the eavesdropper entities,
E-Eve-1 and E-Eve-2 are the external eavesdroppers that
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FIGURE 2. BER versus SNR performance for the proposed algorithm.

are spy entities aiming to hear the private communication
between legitimate users. On the other hand, I-Eve-1 and I-
Eve-2 denote the internal eavesdropper’s performance that
is internally trying to eavesdrop the signal of other user
during the communication. In general, the superior BER
performance of legitimate users compared to the degraded
BER performance of eavesdroppers proves that the proposed
algorithm can significantly provide security against all kinds
of eavesdropping.
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FIGURE 3. Throughput versus SNR performance for the proposed algorithm.

Figure 3 presents the throughput versus SNR plots for
the proposed algorithm. The graph provides an analysis of
the rate of the successful message that is delivered over a
communication channel. As shown in fig. 3, the individual
throughput performances of legitimate user-1 and user-2

employing the proposed algorithm are remarkable and equal
to 1 bits/sec at high SNR values. While at the same time,
it is observed that the throughput performance of external
and internal eavesdroppers deteriorates. One essential con-
sideration to be noted here is that while the throughput per-
formances of the external and internal eavesdroppers are not
zero, the service providers can still guarantee the quality of
service (QoS) based communication security. The term QoS-
based protection [56] refers to providing a secure commu-
nication channel depending on the specifications of service
providers (voice, video, etc.), instead of offering perfect secu-
rity. More precisely, different network services have different
QoS criteria for effective communication. If we make sure
the eavesdropper is operating below the QoS requirements of
a particular service, we can protect that service.
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FIGURE 4. Peak-to-Average Power Ratio (PAPR) performance analysis for

the proposed system.

Figure 4 shows a comparison of the peak to average power
ratio (PAPR) plots of the conventional OFDM and OFDM
employing the proposed algorithm for user-1 and user-2,
respectively. The Fig. 4 indicates that PAPR performance of
OFDM system employing the proposed algorithm surpasses
the conventional OFDM at high SNR values. The devel-
oped technique gets improved PAPR because the precoder
matrices, when devised at the transmitter, shift the signal’s
propagation from being gaussian to something less arbitrary
than gaussian and near to uniform. Consequently, it addresses
one of the crucial problems faced by OFDM systems [57] by
reducing the PAPR, which leads to improved higher spectral
efficiency.

In figure 5 we assess the robustness of the proposed
method by deploying it under imperfect channels. To view
the effect of the imperfect channel, intentional error (∆H) is
added to the actual channel (H). After adding an intentional
error the equation of imperfect channel can be given as
H̃ = H + ∆H [51]. We can project ∆H as an individual
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FIGURE 5. Robustness of the proposed algorithm under imperfect channel

conditions

AWGN with zero mean and variance (σ2 = e× 10
−SNRdB

10 ),
where the value of e dictates the standard of estimator,
with lower values indicating a high quality estimator. Fig.
5 displays the BER versus SNR output under imperfect
channel set-up with projections offering multiple parameters
(e = 0, 0.001, 0.01, 0.06). It is evident from Fig. 5 that there
is a slight deterioration in the BER efficiency of the proposed
method due to the imperfect assessor. Even so, it can be
enhanced by increasing the power of the training sequence
or using a pilot with a greater range. Besides that, there are
plenty of techniques in the literature to improve the channel
estimator’s outputs [51].

All in all, the proposed algorithm can be an excellent
method for providing secure communication, particularly for
IoT applications with low processing receivers.

VI. CONCLUSION

A viable IoT communication technique has been proposed,
allowing safe and efficient communication between IoT de-
vices that require low computational power. A novel ap-
proach is presented where data of users are superimposed af-
ter multiplication with the precoder matrices and sent in dual-
transmission from two antennas (i.e., different active antenna
for each transmission) of two base stations at the same time
to ensure a reliable as well as secure communication against
internal and external eavesdropping. The transmission occurs
so that the mixture of data and pre-coders from both base
stations is simultaneously sent. After combining signals from
the first and the second transmissions of both base stations,
the authorized receivers get the genuine signal without com-
plex processing. In contrast, the external eavesdropper gets
the degraded version of the signal. Moreover, the proposed
algorithm also ensures that the users cannot eavesdrop each
other’s data. Simulation results confirmed that the proposed

algorithm would allow safe communication and is suitable
for IoT-based devices since it does not involve complex
processing at the receivers.
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